9 Code-copying in immigrant Turkish Lars Johanson Immigrant Turkish Through migration from Thrkey and some Balkan countries, consider able Thrkish-speaking diaspora groups have emerged in North Western Europe. These migrant speakers of Thrkish have various backgrounds and do not constitute any uniform 'ethnic minorities'. Linguistically, they are, as a mle, living in unbalanced, asymmetrical contact situa tions, their first language fulfilling only community functions. Whereas several aspects of their acquisition and use of the dominant languages in the host societies have been studied, little attention has been given to Turkish as the dominated language. Only some preparatory work has been carried out in this field, e.g., in some excellent contributions by A. Backus, H. Boeschoten, C.W. Pfaff, L. Verhoeven, and others.
The following remarks are based on observations rnade in the course of the short history of Thrkish in Scandinavia and Germany. It is obvious that the present situation is a transitional one with processes of language loss and shift inthe second and third generation. However, the chances for the survival of Turkish, the institutional responses 10 its presence, or the language maintenance efforts of the Turkish speech communities themselves will not be discussed here. The focus will be on the development of Thrkish itself and the changes it is undergoing.
Variational patterns
Very little attention has been paid so far 10 the question of whether new local varieties of Turkish are developing. To answer such a question, thorough investigations at the phonological, lexical, morphosyntactic, and 'textual level would be necessary. What observable linguistic features -as to what is used and what is not used -distinguish Thrkish diaspora speech? In Ws respect, several distinctions are necessary: we find rather diverse variational patterns in individuals, domains, sub groups, generations. The development will depend on the specific Un guistic environments.
In particular, studies of differences between the generations are important, especially with regard to the input Most phenomena found in the speech of the flfSt generation will certainly not be typical of future Turkish diaspora varieties. In the non-first generations, compe tence in the socially dominated language A and the dominant language B differs considerably from that of the first generation. We find signs of delay and stagnation in the acquisition of Turkish (Verhoeven & Boeschoten, 1986) , of faHure to acquire and use certain Unguistic devices, of heavy restrictions in the use of Turkish, of breaks in the Unguistic tradition, and thus of imminent language loss, namely indivi dual attrition and erosion from generation to generation.
B influence
An interesting but highly controversial factor is the linguistic influence from the dominant co-areal majority language. In current research, there is a certain tendency to disparage such influence, obviously as a reac tion to all too naive and premature contrastive analyses of the linguistic results of contact situations. In our view, the study of this influence should be vitalized in less naive attempts which take into account, synchronicaUy, the complex variational patterns of the 'donor' and 'recipient' languages and, diachronically, their previous developmental stages. It is also important to note that Unguistic influence cannot be studied in isolation from the sociolinguistic setting. Here, we will focus on the influence of German as the 'donor language' B on Turkish as the 'recipient language' A.
Particularly, we will take up certain theoretical aspects and dweIl upon some issues concerning how the study of this influence could contribute to our general insights into contact processes. Many analyses in this field have been based on the c1assical models of Weinreich (1953) and Haugen (e.g., 1972 Haugen (e.g., , 1973 . Our own model of analysis deviates from these in some important points. It is meant as a frame work for describing linguistic contact phenomena in a coherent way, also as a basis for typological comparison; and we intend to use a simple terminology which is easily applicable to various cases of lan guage contaet. The model is being elaborated in a comprehensive study which will also inc1ude linguistic analyses of other Turkic contact situa tions, past and present. Here, the purpose is only to give a very soort overview of some of the issues involved. Several important aspects will be left out altogether. The considerations include criticism of some basic concepts of traditional contact linguistics, for instance, 'borrow ing', 'transfer', 'switching', 'interference', 'integration', and 'substi tution'. The misleading metaphorics suggested by such tenns often strongly intluences the way linguists conceive of the processes charac terizing interactions between languages in contacl.
Code-copylng Since we focus on the possible development of new varieties of Tur kish, that is, on what is happening with one of the two codes involved, we restriet our attention to cases where the basic structural pattern of the clause is Turkish. At the dispense of other possible phenomena of code interaction ('language-mixing'), the focus will be on the linguistic analysis of intraclausal code-copying. We refer to cases where the minority language is the basic code and the majority language the code that is (in the usual terminology) 'switehed to' or 'borrowed from'.
Thus we disregard cases of 'code-switching' implying alternate choices 0/ codes, in the sense of changing code over clauses, e.g., when Ger man clauses, sentences or longer passages of speech are inserted into a discourse primarily conducted in Turkish. 'Code-switching' is also inadequate as a general cover tenn, since it generally refers to the juxta position of elements belonging to different grammatical systems or subsystems. Thus even the notion of 'intrasentential code-switching' implies an alternation between two codes. We prefer 'code interaction' as a neutral cover tenn for (intra-or extraclausal) 'code-alternation' and (intraclausal) 'code-copying'.
The clausal level is chosen on empirical grounds, since it proves relatively easy 10 define the syntactical frame there, that is, to decide whether the basic ('matrix') code is A or B. It might weIl be that some products of certain other contaet situations (e.g., Spanish-English con· tact situations in the USA) are more difficult 10 identify in this respecl. Admittedly, for Turkish spoken in North Western europe, 100, there may be marginal cases in which it is impossible to assign a particular language to a given clause. Anyhow, purely quantitative criteria are not decisive for the language assignment. A clause may obviously be A coded in spite of a heavy amount of B elements.
Normally, it seems appropriate to apply 'language indexing' to the clausallevel and not 10 assign a deviant index to etymologically foreign elements (of B origin) used in an A clause. Apart from quotations and some similar cases, the use of aB-element in A practically always represents more than juSl a switch in language. Our point is that B elements are not just inserted and juxtaposed to A-elements. The clause has a strict structural economy, and there is always some adjustment involved, in some way and to some degree. Thus we will not say that German elements are 'switched' in10 Turkish speech, even if they are used only very occasionally.
Kinds of code interaction
Under the general heading of code interaction, we distinguish 'code alternation' (CA) from 'code-copying' (CC), and 'extraclausal' code alternation (ECA) from 'intraclausal' code-alternation (ICA). Finally, we distinguish 'momentary' code-copies (MCC) from more or less 'conventionalized' ones (CCC).
As for the situation within the clause, we thus prefer a tripartite classification: ICA, MCC, CCC. ICA produces 'plain code-switches', that is, B items that are not incorporated at alt Their status may be indicated by cues such as hesitation, asides, and translation or para phrase (cf. Pfaff, 1979: 297) . In the case of CC, aB item is copied into A, globally or not (v. infra) . Calque phenomena are also taken 10 be cases of code-copying, not a different type of interaction. MCC refers to sporadic, ephemeral instances of copying (elements used 'only once'); it corresponds to Weinreich's 'nonce-borrowing' (1953: 11) , which reHes on the basic differenee between langue and parole. Correspondingly, CCC refers to copies that are habitually used and have more lasting effects in the linguistic community. A further distinction might be based on the criterion whether a CCC necessarily presupposes bilingual ability (some degree of competenee in both languages) or may occur in utter anees of monolinguals. Note that examples of established 'loans' (e.g., from the history of Turkic languages) are also useful in general discus sions of CC, &inee MCC must onee also have been the point of depar ture for their conventionalization processes.
Terminology
Terms such as 'switching' and 'borrowing' have often been used to distinguish not only between different degrees of conventionalization but also, for instanee, between 'morphologically' non-integrated and integrated elements. Some researchers have even taken the distinction to be a matter of volume, discussing how large achunk of B must be to represent a 'switch'. We doubt that it is possible to distinguish linguisti cally 'switched' elements from 'non-switched' ont:s in a consistent way with such criteria, especially when they are mixed. OUf own termino logy reflects a classification which enables us to treat closely related phenomena, i.e., all types of copying, in a uniform theoretical frame work, instead of postulating rather arbitrary absolute differences which cannot be consistently applied.
The use of elements (units or qualities) emanating from one code within the context of another is often referred to as 'interference'. We also avoid this term because of its negative connotations implying deviations from monolingual norms, suggesting a phenomenon which causes impaired communication. The process of conventionalizing a 'foreign' element is a continuum with gliding transitions between degrees of acceptability. By using the term 'code-copying', we want to be able to refer to the insertion of a 'foreign' element without having to specify this degree and to determine at what point it ceases to be an 'interference' . So-called 'negative' and 'positive' effects of bilingualism are not OUf concern here; nor are the effects of the knowledge of LI on the acquisition of L2. In recent literature on language acquisition, 'inter ference' often refers to negative effects of this leind, generally as opposed to [positive] 'transfer'. By avoiding such terms, we also want to avoid confusion with the concept linked to them.
The above-mentioned term 'borrowing', which stands for one of the basic concepts of traditional contact linguistics, is based on a highly misleading metaphor. Nothing is borrowed in Ianguage contact: the 'donor language' is not deprived of anything; and -more importantly the 'recipient language' does not take over anything which is identical with an element in the 'donor language'. This is rather obvious and may seem trivial, but the use of the metaphor ofien has undesirable consequences. The same danger is connected with the term 'transfer'. It is too often ignored that there is no identity involved: the elements of the 'donor language' merely serve as models for imitation.
Copying
As already indicated, the concept of copying would account more ade quately for the relevant phenomena described as 'borrowings' or 'trans fers' in the literature. The basic concept behind the term is that linguis tic elements -both units and patterns -are copied from B to A. (Both segmental units as 'blocks' of qualities and individual qualities them selves are referred to as 'elements'; v. infra.) Therewith, the linguistic copies belong to other systems than their originals, which has important consequences. The copying can be global and selective. Global copying means that B units-'blocks' are copied into A as a whole. Selective copying implies that just one or more selected structural properties 0/ B elements are copied onto A elements. Here we can onIy hint at some of the issues involved in copying processes and at some principles of cIassification.
Alpha leds
Code-copying does not mean any fusion of A and B, e.g., of Turkish and German. It is, however, typical of certain functional varieties of Turkish which -as part of the linguistic repertoire in the immigrant situation -are used for in-group communication and which we shall refer to as 'Alpha lects'. The same speaker of A will behave differently depending on the type of interlocutor involved. In communication with another bilingual who shares the same linguistic background he may use Alpha. If the interlocutor is not bilingual, Alpha is not likely to be chosen, since it would imply a breakdown in communication. The social consequences of the lect choiee are predietable. Note that trus definition does not specify the amount of eode-copying. Sinee hardly any first-generation Turk is purely monolingual, the varieties of Turkish used in the diaspora communities at large are in principle not 'normal Turkish' any more, but already Alpha lects, even if they happen to be rather modest in code-copying.
There are, however, also Alpha varieties which display extensive code-copying. In particuIar, young and more competent bilinguals of the second generation may use a relatively low-copying Alpha variety when speaking to their elders (or other first-generation Turks with a more limited B competence) and another relatively high-copying variety with each other. A high-copying variety reserved for in-group conversation between Holland-Turkish bilingual peers has been described by Backus (1989) . Here we will not discuss the sodal reasans for the frequent code-copying sometimes encountered among adolescents growing up in an immigrant environment, for instance, possible 'neutrality strategies' to avoid choices expressing preference for A or B (as, e.g., in code-. alternation).
Sources aod differeoces
The sources for copying are specific varieties of Gennan wbich are usually also retlected in the bilingual speaker' s owo Gennan. For the first generation, these are often, initially, makesbift communicative varieties wbich we refer to as 'Beta leets'. Later on, the speaker may copy elements flOm more native Gennan varieties which are also likely to be retlected in more advanced stages of bis Gennan interlanguage. For the non-first generations there is a more complex input. The B elements serving as models may belong to the speaker's own Gennan, which is, in general, relatively strong. They may, however, also belong to the Turkish Alpha leet of the flfst generation. (Examples of various types of copies in the language of the second generation of Turks living in Gennany are to be found in Menz 1991.) There are various kinds and degrees of difference between original and copy with respect to certain properties. The differences may be considerable, and there are often structural reasons for them. Before making any statements on eontrastive grounds, it is, however, necessary to identify the souree of the copies. The result of copying cannot be analysed in tenns of adaptation if it is not c1ear which variety of B the original belongs to. Anyhow, the properties of the copies do not always retlect the B proficiency of the speaker direclly, that is, not all differ enees are (as is sometimes c1aimed) due to 'imperfect learning' of B. As just stated, B elements found in the speech of members of the second generation (with a native or I native-like mastery of B) may also emanate from an Alpha 'horne language' spoken by their parents.
Global and selective copying in an unbalanced dominance situation is likely to lead to unidirectional convergence, making A more similar to B. Surface structures common to A and B provide equivalence posi tions and thus favour copying. (This might also mean that typological c10seness of A and B lead to relatively rapid convergence.) On the other band, all kinds of adaptation to be discussed further on, material reshaping, eombinational restructuring etc., create more similarity with A and thus reduce struetural conflicts.
Global copying
Global copying means insertion of copies of stretches of B speech, morphological-Iexical-phraseological units of various kinds which we will refer to as 'blocks'. These are items which possess a material shape, and may be morphemically simple or complex, bound or free, comprise one or more words, and belong to different morpheme catego ries, word classes and phrase types (including 'petrified' or 'idiomatic' expressions). They do not simply represent 'the phonemic shape of a word and its meaning' (in the sense of Haugen, 1953: 2, 90 ), but con stitute blocks of different properties: in particular material, combinational, and semantic ones.
Insertion
The basic A-code provides the clausal ftame, normally including combinational patterns and function elements. The global copy is inserted into one of the specific slots which its A 'equivalent' wouId fill; we refer to individual positions of this kind as 'insertion points'. Note that we speak of the cIausal frame and the insertion of copies in a diachronically linguistic sense, and do not claim that, in any psycho linguistic sense, cIauses are 'produced' or 'processed' in these two steps. The insertion is basically a questionof the speaker's subjective assessment of surface-structure equivalence. Lack of real typological equivalence does not however, prevent insertion.
The global copy normally assurnes grammatical A-morphology signalling clause hierarchy, e.g., banofa gittim 'I went to the station'. Also, copies larger than single words are 'integrated' ioto grammatical B structures in this way. This kind of 'adaptation to A morphology' not only means that bound .morphemes are attached (banof-a 'to the station'); it is an insertion in the same sense if the function marker is an unbound one: (banof önünde 'in front of the station').
Consequently, it is just a natural result of the insertion if -in the awkward perspective of 'switehing' theories -there seem to be 'asym metrical patterns' which maintain the integrity of the A syntax, but one sidedly 'suspend' B grammar. E.g., in the example just quoted, a Turkish suffix morpheme -(y)A and a Turkish morpheme order are used; German mIes wouId require apreposition (zum, with inherent definite article). According to our framework, in cases such as ber~t-i trayb'n yap-'to weite the report', units which are intimately connected in B (here: objeet Bericht + verb schreiben) are not copied as a whole (e.g., den Bericht schreiben as an actional phrase), but as separate blocks, each one assuming function markers provided by the clausal A frame. thus, if B function markers (articles, plurals etc.) do not occur, it is not because a whole B complex has been copied and undergone grammatical suspension.
The very fact that German blocks are freely inserted into slots followed by bound Thrldsh c1ause-syntactic markers. falsifles the allegedly universal 'free morpheme constraint' (v. infra). Moreover. this morphological 'integration' into A cannot be referred to as a 'switeh' from B to A, since the A c1ause is the very frame for the insertion.
(Problems concerning what is actually already present in the c1ause when a copy is inserted cannot be discussed at length in the present chapter.) Nor can it be called a 'substitution', since there have never been any B function markers to replace. Thus this 'integration' is no criterion for distinguishing degrees of conventionalization.
A morphemically complex A constituent (word, word-group, phrase) which is either entirely native or consists entirely of one or more B-copies is referred to as asolid complex. A mixed complex has some native and some copied part(s).
Stages of development
In the fIrst generation of Thrldsh-speakers in Germany, there is, at an early stage, relatively large tolerance of globally copied German blocks, almost exc1usively free forms, predominantly 'content units', mostly single nouns. Bound blocks and/or grammatical (derivational or rela tional) blocks are mostly copied as parts of complex ones. e.g., kind-Ir 'children', bUrot-f'n 'roll'. Although the clausal frame provided by the basic A-code normally inc1udes the necessary c1ause-hierarchic function markers, these may also be replaced by an equivalent marker within a complex copy from B. Thus a complex such as sum banof 'to the station' may function like banofa. Globally copied German preposition al phrases show a high degree of struetural equivalence with Thrkish postpositional phrases with respect to extemal combinational properties. However, the originals of such complexes are often idiomatic. stereo typed phrases.
At later stages, bound andlor grammatical blocks are copied iso latedly and used productively. This is valid for derivative 'content' units as well as for relational units (free oe intlectional 'function elements').
Although the clausal A frame normally provides the c1ause-hierarchic function markers, these may also be replaced by productive global copies of equivalent B markers. The history of Thrkic shows many cases where B function markers are -contrary to some other constraints and principles proposed in the literature -used productively; cf. the copying of many Persian, Arabic and Slavic function words (such as conjunctions). Needless to say, it is often difficult to draw the border line between content and relational units, e.g., in the case of B auxil iaries.
The originals
Between the original and the copy there are similarities and differences, which should be described At first, therefore, we should try to define which originals serve as the object of copying. Absence of elements such as gender/number in:t1ection or artic1es does not represent syntactic 'simplification', if these elements bave never been copied. No in:t1ection or article has been 'lost' or 'deleted' if there is no reason to assume that it was present in the original copied. It is sometimes said that B gram mar is 'suspended' within B stretehes when they lack 'syntactic cohe sion' (Muysken, 1987) . Some copies which seem to lack syntactic cohesion have never bad any 'fuller structures' to be syntactically 'simplified' or any function elements to be 'reduced'. Some 'telegraphic switches' (Boeschoten, 1991) certainly go back to global blocks which do not contain any 'fuller struetures'. Others may be the results of material andIor combinational restructuring (v. infra).
Substitution and reproduction
Relatively elose similarity to the original may be called 'reproduction'. Haugen's tenn 'importation' for successful copying again suggests that the corresponding units in B and A are identital Replacement of B properties by others is known as 'substitution'. The differences are often due to adaptation, modification in the direction of A because of the grammatical and lexical incongruence between the two codes. Tbe restructuring may, however, be basically A-independent and impossible to explain by simple contrastive analyses.
Many copies which seem to lack 'syntaetic cohesion' or 'integrity' types reflecting 'a certain telegraphic sloppiness' (Boeschoten, 1991) may have been subjected to material and/or combinational restructuring. The analysis of such cases seems to suggest that typological distance does not favour 'suspension of grammar' in particular, but restructuring of code-copies in general.
As for the frrst generation of Turkish-speakers in North West Europe, there is much substitution at an early stage: little tolerance to foreign struetures, imposition of A-properties upon the copied blocks. More advanced acquisition of B at later stages renders more similar copies possible. It is, however, obvious that differences between origi nals and copies do not always decrease steadily, as is often presumed. The modifications do not seem to reflect the speaker's level of B profi ciency in a straight-forward way.
Material reshaping
With regard to material reshaping -restructuring of the shape of the block -there is a gliding scale, a continuum from reproduction to very extensive substitution.
There is, inter alia, phonic adaptation in that phonic A-properties are substituted for B-properties. Thus, [xl in Dach 'roof may be ren dered as [kl, [l;l in Küche 'kitehen' as [hl, ete. Differences There is also more comprehensive reshaping of blocks: Weih nachten 'Christmas' is copied as vaynak, Überweisung 'transfer' as üb'vayz etc. It may go so far that a typical, salient single element of the block is selected to represent the whole of it, e.g., amellfn yap-or even an yap-from sich anmelden 'to register'; cf. Holland-Thrkish spoel from gespoeld 'rinsed' (Backus, 1989) .
Copies of B adjectives are often inserted attributively in uniform, generalized shapes. There is absence of gender and number inflection on borrowed adjectives in reshaped complex blocks such as böt man 'the evil man'. An adjective mayaIso be copied as such, not as part of a nominal phrase; e.g., in doyr adamlar 'German ment, the copy of the variable adjective (deutsch) also exhibits a generalized shape. Gene ralized adjective forms may even be conventionalized. Thus, in some Much of what has traditionally been classified as 'grammatical adaptation' belongs, in our view, to material reshaping. In a Holland Turkish example such as op oog gözlük var 'on the eyes there are glasses' (Backus, 1989: 37) there is obviously no Dutch block op oog, in which Dutch grammar could have been 'suspended', just a reshaped material copy of a fuHer Dutch prepositional phrase. The same is valid for word-internal structures, e.g., anttelt' 'employee' (from Angestell ter).
As for the first generation of Turkish immigrants, there is at an early stage often strong and unpredictable reshaping, and, at later stages, more systematic substitution. Members of non-first generations may totallY dispense with imposing Turkish phonic properties upon German blocks. However, they do not always. Apparently, there is not simply more reproduction, the more advanced stages of B aequisition are reached. The material shape of global copies is not permanently growing more similar to that of the originals. The whole problem is partly a question of the sources the copies are taken from; but it also concerns the diachrony (with respect to conventionalized B elements) of the specific Alpha leet serving as the 'matrix' code for insertion. We shall return to this question further on.
Grammatical modification
As for grammatical modification, the copies are realigned on the morphosyntactical A structure, c1assified -on the basis of some equiva lence -into morphosyntactical categories to be able to function in the A clause, that is, prepared to be inserted into specific slots and to assurne grammatical A-morphology signalling clause hierarchy. As already indicated, however, this very insertion does not mean any substitution. since the A clause is a natural frame already present to accept the glo bal copies instead of A-blocks. If no element with clause-syntactical functions has been copied, none can be replaced.
To be inserted as predicate cores, copies of German verbs are nor mally morphologically accommodated by a word formation device well known from other Turkic contaet situations, the set conversion formula infinitive + yap-, where the last element carries the predicator (predi ca tive inflections). Thus, in bir mektup traylln yapt' 'she wrote a letter', the copy consists of (rayb'n, whereas the whole stretch (rayb1n yap-'to write' has been inserted into the clause. In some cases, the accommoda tion does not take place; cf. the Norwegian-Turkish example kj,;p-mm 'I bought', where the copy of a Norwegian verbal stern is inserted directly (Brendemoen, 1987) . The case ispiyonla-'to spy', however, is essential ly different, representing a Turkish denorninal word formation ftom ispiyon 'spy' (cf. Spion). The accommodated element may be a more comprehensive actional phrase, e.g., jlitn legn yap-'to lay tiles' (ftom One aspect of grammatical modification concerns change of combinability properties, often according to A patterns. B-properties of combinability may be replaced by A-properties. A copy of the German word Gold 'gold' may assume the syntactic combinability of Turkish altm, so that uses like golt saat 'gold wateh' are possible. Changes in the combinability of copies of Unfall 'accident', Umbau 'rebuilding' lead to such uses as unfal 01-'to have an accident' and umbau 01-'to be rebuilt, altered' . B auxiliaries such as muß mayaIso shift word-class. In complex blocks with grammatical-relational constituents, e.g., in the plural kim/r 'children', the directive expression sum banof 'to the station', or the syntagma as be/(r 'as a baker', combinability properties mayaIso be replaced: kintlrler 'the children' (used with a Turkish plural), sum banofa (gittt) (used with a Turkish case form indicating direction), as be/(r olarak (with olarak as a Turkish equivalent to als).
This means that the etymologically German function marker of the complex block may remain as a functionally redundant (possibly rein forcing) element. This does not imply any real duplication from a syn chronical point of view, since the former B marker is not 'productive'. This case is encountered in other Turkic contact situations, where glo bally copied prepositional phrases involving etymologically. non-Turkic prepositions are inserted in positions which entail Turkic case-marking. In Iranian Azeri, copies of Persian prepositional phrases such as häreg az sahr 'outside the town' are marked with Turkic case endings, which allow for adverbial use of the phrases, e.g., harig äz sähr-dä (Kiral, 1991: 20) . Analogous structures in Taijk result from areverse process: complex results of copying of this kind in Uzbek dialects serve as models for further copying in the opposite direction. Thus Turkic case suffixes are used 'productively' as function markers in the Taijk clause frame, taking over (or reinforcing) the signalling of adverbial function.
From the synthetic point of view chosen so far, the blocks are taken to be parts of higher functional units. However, complex blocks can also be described analytic-ally, as functional units which are de composed into constituents. As such, they can also be said to have internal combinational properties, which may be replaced by A proper ties. This kind of restructuring cannot be discussed in detail in the pre sent chapter. Complex global copies are often the object of both material and combinationaI restructuring, as in the Holland-Turkish example collected by Backus (1989: 36) : reet interesseren yap-'not to interest [somebody] a damn' (without object and geen 'no').
Semantic modification
As for the semantic modification, B-properties may be replaced, espe cially by A-properties, e.g., havuz (copied from Haus) is used for 'horne' by identification with ev 'house, horne', the significate of which is substituted for the German one. German influence may explain the underdifferentiating use of dogru 'right' for 'really' (gerfekten) (cf. wirklich, which means both), or the confusion of synonyms such as b~ka, diger, öbür, öteki (Csat6, 1988) ; Cf. anderer. We find many examples of seeming semantic modification in Turkish spoken by the flrst generation. Copies such as /trank (cf. krank 'siek') 'unfit for work', haym (cf. Heim 'horne') 'hoster obviously differ in meaning from their Standard German equivalents. As long as it is not clear from which variety of German they are taken, they cannot, however, be ana Iysed with any certainty in terms of adaptation.
Syntactic constraints
There are certainly syntactic constraints on global copying, that is, as to the syntactic contexts in which it is possible. Although it would be interesting to try to determine the possible orders of constituents in A sentences (clauses, morphemes, words, word-groups, phrases) with regard to their B etymology, we will not discuss this issue here. Many investigators have tried to determine, e.g., at what points in a sentence a speaker may 'switeh' to another language, and some allegedly universal constraints have been formulated As for the 'free morpheme ' and 'equivalence' constraints (poplack, 1981; Poplack, Wheeler & Westwood, 1987) , see Clyne, 1987 , Boeschoten & Verhoeven, 1987 , Backus, 1989 , and Eliasson, 1989 According to some constraints c1aimed in the literature, an A-affix would not, for instance. occur after a phonologically unassimilated B stem. Thus banaf-ta 'at the station' would be possible, whereas a more reproducing German pronunciation such as [ba:nho:fJ, typical of the second generation, would render A-suffixing impossible. Counter examples from many languages show that such alleged constraints just represent tendencies. In fact, word-internal global copies generally do occur more rarely than others. To take care of the exceptions to the 'free morpheme constraint', the notion of 'nonce-borrowing' has been adopted (Poplack & Sankoff, 1988) , an auxiliary theoretical concept whose function is 'to protect the original theory from criticism' (Eliasson, 1989) , and which leads to some circular reasoning (Boeschoten, 1991) .
Global copying in immigrant Turkish is obviously less restricted than these constraints allow. Generally, they do not even pay attention to very different functions of A and B elements in A-based c1auses. In fact, some of the mIes formulated by Hasselmo (1972) for morpheme orders within mixed complexes (e.g., lexemes with derivational and inflectional elements) seem to be more valid than most constraints claimed later on. In our view, however, the situation cannot be described properly without recognition of the concept of insertion already sketched and the concept of copied combinational patterns to be discussed below.
Selective copying
Global copying is primary to an other types. There is, however, also a good deal of selective copying in the sense that only certain aspects of the block serve as the model for imitation. This influence manifests itself as 'loan phonology" 'loan semantics', 'loan syntax', etc. There are, for instance, material, combinational, and semantic features in immigrant Turkish of Germany which owe their existence to German patterns although they do not occur in blocks of German origin.
In the first generation, selective copies seem to appear at a late stage. In the second generation, they are rather common. In some varle ties there is even excessive global and selective copying. Since selective copies appear at more advanced stages of acquisition, differences between originals and copies are often less marked, but here adaptation and other kinds of restructuring are possible also.
Haugen characterizes non-phonic copying as 'substitution', as if some phonic B properties had been replaced by A ones. This is mis leading, if no global copying has taken place in the concrete case under investigation. Analyses of possible substitution in non-material copying cannot be based on comparisons with originals which also include material aspects. If no whole block -with material properties -has been copied, there are no phonic properties to be replaced. It is sometimes even claimed that lexical 'Ioan translations' retain their source language shape, but show 'morphemic substitution'. If the term-'substitution' is used for, e.g., phonological adaptation, whereby A-properties are really substituted for B-properties, at least it cannot be used here in the same sense.
Material copying
One type of selective copying is an exclusively material one. Phonic aspects of B blocks may serve as models for imitation, so that segments and patterns typical of B are copied onto A blocks. Thus diaspora Turkish -especially in non-first generations, which are more familiar with B pronunciation -may acquire distinet phonological structures by copying sounds (such as, in TurIGsh spoken in Sweden and Norway, the pronunciation of rt as a kind of retrotlex t, e.g., in dört 'four'), phono tactic patterns (e.g., clusters without any intervening vowel, as [sp] instead of [sip] in SpOT 'sport'), or foreign accent patterns of stress and tone. Here, again, differences between original and copy can, in many cases, be explained as adaptation to the phonological system of the 'matrix' code rather than as the result of imperfect learning. On the other hand, we do not, of course, claim that every innovation of this kind is due to code-copying. In the history of Turkic, however, foreign phonic material has often been copied (e.g., form Iranian) and clearly adapted to the phonological systems of the 'recipient' languages (Johanson, 1990) .
Semantic copying
Selective copying can also be restdeted to non-material aspects. Exclusively semantic copying causes changes in content; cf. Standard Turkish ytldlZ 'star', which has also assumed the meaning 'famous actor, singer, etc.' under English influence. There may be differences at the denotative or connotative level The semantics of a Turkish block may be re-aligned under the influence of a German equivalent, e.g., altmda 'under' may be used for 'among', influenced by unter; or dur for 'to be written', influenced by stehen.
Combinational copying
Copying of combinational properties typical of B blocks onto equivalent A-blocks is manifested by word order divergences, verbs used with unusual complement structures (e.g., bir kimseyi sor-'to ask some body'; cf. jemanden fragen), new roles for lexical subcategorisation, and other phenomena which coincide with German syntax (e.g., number marking: iki karde~lerim 'my two brothers'), including word-internal syntax, e.g., redistribution of morphemic patterns within words. Copied combinability patterns may be more or less generalized and habitua lized, for instance, leading to the emergence of new distributional c1asses (e.g., 'word c1asses') in A Thus it is c1aimed that some Soviet Turkic languages have, on the model of Russian adjective endings, developed corresponding suffix c1asses. Analytically regarded, the inter nal combinational pattern typical of a complex B block can also be copied onto an equivalent A unit. Standard Turkish has, for instance, developed internal word-patterns such as bitkibilim 'botany' (instead of bitkibilimi or bitki biliml). A phrase such as her ikinci hafta 'every second week' (instead of iki haftada bir) seems to copy properties from jede zweite Woche. Traditionally, non-phonic copies of at least com binational properties are mostly referred to as 'calques'. Semantic combinational copies (e.g., ~orba ye-'to eat soup' instead of ~orba i~-) are called 'Ioan translations', but generally only within the lexicon.
Combinational copying may lead to under-or overmarking with respect to functional elements. There may be omission of the genitive suffix of the subject in ldzlm-constructions under the influence of German müssen-constructions, or of the possessive suffix in di#eri fir~aladl 'he brushed the [= his] teeth' (cf. er putzte die Ziihne) or in benim para var 'I have got money'; cf. German marking of the 'posses sor', but not of the 'possessed' in ich habe Geld (Pfaff, 1988) . On the other hand, the use of the indefinite artic1e bir or of pronominals may be extended. In many cases, common Thrkish does not spell out ana phoric pronouns for actants whose referents are recoverable from the immediate discourse (so-called 'pro drop' in generativist and crypto generativist terminology). Some diaspora Turkish varieties seem to be more explicit in this respect.
Also with respect to combinational copying there may be consider able differences between originals and copies, particularly due to adap tation to the A system. Thus some Turkic languages display clauses which seem to be right-branching subordinated complement and relative clauses, provided with finite verbs and introduced by conjunctions and relative elements. However, there are usually great differences between these imitations of Indo-European hypotaxis and their originals because of considerable adaptation to the Turkic systems.
Combinational patterns can be copied onto solid as well as mixed complexes. Thus a mixed complex may assume a B morpheme order. Note that, although the A-coded clausal frame provides the combina tional patterns, these can be changed by combinational copying. lbis leads to syntactic convergence between A and B. It is not less important to notice that, eo ipso, new equivalence positions for possible global copying come into being, an effect which might even be a reason for combinational copying.
Obviously, internal combinational properties also determine the degree of complexity, which means that simplification of a complex A block may be the result of a copied B-pattem. Even if some of the simplification met with in the second generation, grammatical reduction, reduction of the formal A-inventory (e.g., in the complicated Turkish verb morphology) reflects independent erosion tendencies, it may, at least partly, be due to copying of foreign combinational properties.
Copying of frequency patterns
Even the frequency of use peculiar to a B block may be copied onto an equivalent A-block so that the latter undergoes increase or decrease in frequency of occurrence. Of two stylistic A options, one may be favoured at the expense of the other. lbis also means that 'rejection patterns' may be copied from B to A. Thus Turkish spoken in Germany seems to exhibit an increased use of plural markers and deictic ele ments. In solid as weIl as mixed complexes, combinational patterns, e.g., constituent orders, that already exist in A but are more normal in B may gain ground in A and become less marked. Diaspora Turks may, under foreign influence, increase their use of SVO order, which is admitted but more marked in Thrkish. Thus German influence may lead to underdifferentiation: reduced use of the rich word order devices of Turkish. Postpositive complement clauses with finite verbs may be used more frequently, at the expense of the genuine Turkish intinitized types based on verbal nouns. Reichl supposes that, in Afghan Uzbek, 'the imitation of the Persian subordinate clause has Ied to a decrease of participial and gerundival constructions ' (1983: 490) . Even if the choice of sueh less synthetic construetions may, as has been c1aimed, be due to a general tendency towards simplification of grammar, its frequency of use mayaIso be influenced by foreign, e.g., German, subordinative patterns.
Similar shape
As is well known from many language eontaets, similarity in shape between an A block and its B equivalent may favour seleetive copying. The properties copied may be of a semantie nature, as in the case of the relatively homophonous ~ans 'luck ' and Chance, direksiyon In Turkish spoken in Germany, we often find mixed eopies of the type uban al-'to take the tube' and ICrank yaz-'to report siek', where global eopies are used as lexical eores in copied combinational patterns. Within the lexicon, this 'idiomatie' type is often ealled 'loanblend' (Haugen) . We take it, however, to comprise all kinds of mixed global + eombinational eopying. With regard to diachronie development, a mixed eopy often represents a transitory stage between a eomplex global eopy and a purely eombinational one, e.g., a B lexeme is eopied globally together with some of its eombinational rules. Holland-Turkish cases such as vrij al-'to take off [work]' (cf. Duteh vrij nemen) quoted by Backus (1989: 32) , belong to this type. We doubt that this is valid for macht'"a gel-'to come to power' since here the eombinational pattern is already present in Turkish iktidara gel-. However, as Boesehoten correetly states, in -man uitmaken yap-'to finish one's relation with' urs Johanson (cf. het uitmaken met), the subcategorisation is 'copied into Thrkish ' (1991) .
In several Turkic languages, 10an combinations such as in the post positive eomplement clauses already mentioned have been used together with globally eopied junetors, e.g., ki (anladlm ki gelmez 'I realized she wouldn't eome'). However, there are obvious differenees between the original eombinational patterns and the Turkish replicas, which are subjeet to several syntactic restrictions (Johanson, 1975) . Tbc structural equivalenee between ki and Indo-European subjunctors is usually ques tionable. Some investigators have, however, expeeted the frequency of ki eonstructions to increase in immigrant Thrkish, viz. under the in ftuence of subordinated c1auses introduced by subjunctors like German daß. In fact, such frequency copying has not been verified. One reason for the scarce use of ki eonstructions certainly is that daß and similar subjunetors offer no real equivalence positions for it.
Remodeling of complex blocks
If we consider the totality of copying devices, we conc1ude that com plex blocks ean be remodeled in diverse ways. We often find highly ereative formations that presuppose the ability to analyze the B origi nals, to eopy them or parts of them, and to rearrange the eopies syn thetically. Tbe speaker can use mixed tcchniques, eopying combina tional and semantie properties onto A eomplexes whieh mayaIso eon tain global eopies, e.g., kintlr kasasl (Kindergeldstelle). Tbe global copy may retain the allomorphie form it has in the complex B model, even if this model is not copied as a whole, e.g., ~ul, and not ~Ul' (Schule), in the compound ~ul binasl (Schulgebäude) 'sehool building'.
Not every solid complex of B etymology must have been eopied from B as a whole. Tbe speaker may also use an analytie-synthetic teehnique, eopying a eomplex block, but replacing parts of it by eorre sponding global eopies known from other B contexts, replacive consti tuent copies. Tbus aB eomplex originally serving as the model may in fact only be a 'quasi-original'. In b"rot~'n and ars kama, the eonsti tuents b"rot and ars are not parts of original copies of Brötchen and Ärztekammer, but are themselves copies of Brot and Arzt, i.e., eorre sponding forms found in other B contexts. In other cases, larger parts of the eomplex -infteetional endings, artieles, pronouns, ete. -may be absent or ehanged in the final A copy. At least in principle, such ereative teehniques should be distinguished from the purely material reshaping discussed above. In practice, however, there are many arnbig uous cases (e.g., anlteit 'employee', copied from Angestellte[r/).
Suspension of function marking
One interesting phenomenon which we cannot discuss at length here is the possible suspension of function marking within the A-coded c1ausal frarne. The latter may be simpUfied so that both A or B function markers are absent. In this case, if the B blocks involved have been copied without any grammatical 'garment', they cannot be considered to be grarnmatically 'stripped' either. Backus quotes interesting Holland Turkish exarnples of bare forms such as the adverbially used nominal phrase handdoek '(with) a towel' and the direct object in kendi prijs söylüyor 'he narnes his price ' (1989: 30) , where the copied blocks are not marked with any function units (postpositions, case, possessive or accusative endings). Cases of obvious B influence (e.g., bin dokulJ'üZ yetmi~ be~ buraya geldirn 'I carne here in 1975', cf. ich kam 1975 hier her) are, of course, to be treated under the heading of combinational copying.
New norms
Code-copying is anormal developmental process and highly prominent in all Turkic languages. Its resultant distinctive speech characteristics may disappear or remain. Momentary copying is the point of departure for habitualization and conventionalization processes. Code-copying starting as performance phenomena may have diachronic effects on the language, Le., lead to change. Copies may occur frequently, regularly, and even norma11y. The way from MCC to CCC is a continuum of changes in the sociolinguistic status, of degrees of recurrence in the individual and in the community. Deviations originally perceived as 'interference' phenomena may establish themselves as new sets of norms, and even replace their A equivalents. New systems are created in which conventionalized copies form integral parts. Thus, to account for conventionalization, the existence of separate Alpha grarnmars must be posited. Even a high-copying variety may become the norm within its group. It then constitutes a socially 'unmarked' Alpha variety and, as such, a new basic code ready to accept further copying. Its c1auses serve as matrices for insertion of new copies. Thus, in principle, at every stage of development, the basic code must be defined anew; and every given new Alpha norm may be deviated from by new 'marked' copying. This means that, for the analysis of current processes, know ledge of previous copying processes and its results is crucial.
Intluence of early Alpha
As already mentioned, many phenomena observed in the speech of the first immigrant generations will certainly not be typical of possible German-Turkish varieties in the future. A certain number of global and selective copies will, however, remain. Some types of copying seem to give evidence for ongoing linguistic change. If Turkish survives in Germany and a more general Alpha lect stabilizes, it might rather bear features observed in the speech of the second generation. These fea tures, however, partly emanate from Alpha varieties of the first genera tion, a kind of 'mother tongues' providing a specific input in addition to the speakers' own German.
This 'double channel' input with two influence layers yields inter esting results, for instance, with respect 10 the material shape of global copies. Some of the elements taken from the first generation may reflect previous stages of B development. The input situation contributes to the complex variational patterns and linguistic uncertainty of the second generation; but it also provides options which can be used for situa tional and stylistic variation. In any case, phenomena typical of the first generation clearly exert further influence even after the members of that generation have left the arena of linguistic contact.
Integration
In the discussion of 'integration' of code-copies, several variables have played prominent roles. In our view, the analyst should try to specify the degrees of development of a copy along these lines, register correla tions between developmental stages reached along different parameters, but refrain from estabHshing absolute categories which conglomerate values of different variables in obscure and arbitrary ways.
Parameters of structural 'integration' have proved problematic. In spite of all efforts, the boundaries between integrated and non-integrated elements generally remain vague. The crucial difference has even been taken to He in the speaker's intention rather than in the linguistic struc ture. Thus, according to Hasselmo, the stretches of speech themselves may be ambiguous, 'although the intention of the speaker may be a matter of binary choice between code-switching and integration ' (1970: 180) . In our view, the basic problem arises from the vagueness of the general concept E.g., 'morphological integration' mostly stands for phenomena essentially different from other kinds of integration. Thus, as already mentioned, inflectional A morphology is normally attached to global copies with their very insertion and cannot serve as a crlterion of a more advanced stage of development. However, even with clearer definitional criteria for different kinds of 'integration', it seems dubious whether systematic correlations of a purely structural order can be found.
High degrees of 'integration' with respect to social acceptance, frequency and nature of usage in the comrnunity have often been used as criteria for sorting out 'switches'. Other criteria are whether a given copy has replaced A elements and whether it is recognized as A (not perceived as 'foreign'). Not even such symptoms of conventionalization do always coincide with each other. And they are, of course, quite other parameters than the above-mentioned ones concerning linguistic adapta tion. Neither a relatively low degree of adaptation nor a relatively low frequency of use excludes that a copy has been conventionalized and become part of a norm. 'The different kinds of 'integration' should be kept apart, even if some of them turn out to be empirically coincident features. The relationships between different structural stages and extra structural factors should be studied attentively. To 'explain' copying and the development of copies it will certainly be necessary 10 pay attention to diverse synchronie, diachronie, socio-and psyehoUnguistic aspects. However, the categories defined until now on the basis of both social and structural criteria are far from discrete and possess little explanatory power. It is important not only to describe global and selee tive copying, but also to explore the reasons for, e.g., the actual occuc rence of certain copies and the non-occurrence or low occurrence of others. The linguistic modelllng briefly outUned in the present chapter only claims to offer an adequate descriptive framework. Descriptive adequacy, however, seems to be a necessary prerequisite for deter mining the structural as weIl as the non-struetural eonditions of code copying.
Note
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